NRES 439
Graduate level credit available*
Starting in Fall 2021

Environmental Laboratory Instrumentation and Methods (1 credit)

Instructors: Dr. Daniel Snow & Dr. S. Tania Biswas
Course Delivery: Canvas and Water Sciences Laboratory on East Campus*

Following this course students will be able to:

- Have a solid understanding of environmental laboratory methods and understand and practice lab safety
- Participate in lab housekeeping and able to follow laboratory operation and documentation
- Complete laboratory training and prepare samples and equipment for testing
- Plan and execute environmental laboratory tests

*Prerequisites: CHEM 106A and CHEM 106L or CHEM 110A and CHEM 110L or equivalent. For questions on graduate credit, prerequisites, class schedule or others, please contact Dr. Snow dsnow1@unl.edu and Dr. Biswas sbiswas8@unl.edu